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Geoneutrinos: �̅�! emitted by the Earth…

from the β– decay of naturally-occurring radioactive elements in the 
crust and mantle
U, Th, K account for >99% of Earth’s radiogenic heat production
(and a large fraction ~50% of Earth’s total heat flow)

2

40K
~20% of
radiogenic
heat

? ? ?
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Bulk Earth Chemical Composition from Models
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Volatility trend
@ 1AU from Sun

Th & U

Figure and labels from Bill McDonough

Abundance of K in the
silicate Earth ranges from
130 to 280 ppm in
compositional models

Measured K abundance only
 ~1/3 to ~1/8 of amounts in 
carbonaceous chondrites

Where is the missing 
potassium?
- lost to space due to moderate
volatility?
- segregated in the Earth’s core?
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U and Th Geoneutrinos
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mechanism is based on the Inverse Beta Decay reaction on free protons, denoted as IBD(p). The 
interaction,	"̅! + % → ' + (", provides a delayed coincidence between the e+ and the neutron 
signals, correlated by a short time interval (typically τ ≈ 200 µs), and grants a distinguishing event 
signature with strong background rejection power. However, this reaction has an energy threshold 
of 1.806 MeV; hence only the geoneutrinos originating from the 238U and 232Th decay chains are 5 
detectable via the IBD(p) reaction since 40K geoneutrinos have a maximum energy of 1.311 MeV 
(Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1 Geoneutrino Energy Spectra. The 238U (blue), 232Th (green) and 40K (orange) geoneutrino fluxes 
expected at Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso, as an example site, as a function of the antineutrino 10 
energy. The shaded lines show the variability range (see Methods section for details) due to the isotopes’ 
masses and distributions in the Earth according to the models described in the Methods section, which 
corresponds to about ±50% uncertainty in the flux prediction. The black vertical dashed line at 1.806 MeV 
represents the energy threshold of the Inverse Beta Decay reaction on free protons, i.e., the reaction used 
by current liquid scintillator geoneutrino experiments. All contributions below the threshold are not 15 
measurable with today’s technology. The region below 1.022 MeV, indicated by the black diagonal lines, 
represents the region which is not accessible with charged-current antineutrino capture on stable nuclear 
targets due to energy conservation in the reaction. The 238U spectrum above 3.272 MeV has traditionally 
not been shown because of its very low intensity. 

The quest to detect 40K geoneutrinos requires another reaction to be identified. 20 
Antineutrino-electron scattering is a possible reaction with no energy threshold that can be 
considered for 40K geoneutrinos (17, 18). The drawback, though, is that this interaction produces 
just a single recoiling electron signal that can be easily masked by irreducible backgrounds arising 
from both solar neutrinos, which are three orders of magnitude higher and also by natural 

Detected by KamLAND and Borexino
(SNO+ results coming soon; JUNO will 
also be starting in the near future)

KamLAND and Borexino figure
from Hiroko Watanabe
Neutrino 2020

IBD reaction
threshold
1.8 MeV
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�̅�! + 𝑝 → 𝑒" + 𝑛

results have contributed to our understanding of U and Th radiogenic heat

delayed coincidence signal
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�̅�! + #
$𝑋 → 𝑒" + #%&

$𝑌

Need a CC reaction target with
energy threshold < 1.3 MeV

My talk @ Neutrino Geoscience 
2005 in Hawaii presented all possible 
reactions for 40K geoneutrino 
detection
• CC nuclear target
• ν-e– ES scattering
• coherent	ν-nucleus scattering
• NC nuclear excitation
- a few have been studied since
- the main problem (often ignored in
those studies) are backgrounds in 
the proposed detection scheme
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40K geoneutrino detection via charged-
current reactions and positron identification

6

Could a single positron signal be 
used for 40K geoneutrino detection?
What possible nuclear targets?  
Which one is best?
What are possible single e+ 
backgrounds? 
→ fewer than single e– backgrounds
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LiquidO – “Opaque” Liquid Scintillator
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see talk on LiquidO by 
Cloé Girard-Carillo later today

2 MeV events simulated
2 MeV events simulated

Anatael Cabrera (CNRS-IN2P3 @ LAL - LNCA)

powerful PID expected…
 64

(rather evident)

e+ e- γ

2MeV
2 MeV events simulated

short light scattering length stochastically confines scintillation photons
energy deposition pattern can be imaged by collecting light with grid of 
wavelength-shifting fibres
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Imaging and Positron ID
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Anatael Cabrera (CNRS-IN2P3 @ LAL - LNCA)

powerful PID expected…
 64

(rather evident)

e+ e- γ

2MeV

short light scattering length stochastically confines scintillation photons
energy deposition pattern can be imaged by collecting light with grid of 
wavelength-shifting fibres

LiquidO’s relaxed transparency condition facilitates high doping
(of CC nuclear target)

2 MeV events simulated

see talk on LiquidO by 
Cloé Girard-Carillo later today
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Best Nuclear Targets
Cross Section Weighted by Isotopic Abundance
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Fig. 2 Cross Sections and Expected Geoneutrino Measured Spectra for the 1H, 35Cl, 63Cu and 106Cd 
Inverse Beta Decay (IBD) Targets. Plot a) shows IBD reaction cross sections for the 4 different targets 
as a function of the incoming antineutrino energy, weighted by the corresponding target isotopic abundance 
(see Table 1). Plot b) shows the expected geoneutrino measured spectra at the Laboratori Nazionali del 5 
Gran Sasso (Italy), as an example site, originating from uranium, thorium and potassium distributed in the 
Earth’s lithosphere and mantle, calculated as described in the Methods section. The expected geoneutrino 
spectra are given in Terrestrial Neutrino Units (TNUs), corresponding to a 1-year acquisition time and 1032 
atoms for each chemical species. In both figures, the dashed vertical line indicates the endpoint of the 
potassium geoneutrino spectrum at 1.311 MeV. 10 

LiquidO: a New Detection Technique 
The LiquidO detection technique (24) has two features making it ideal for the detection of 40K 
geoneutrinos. The first is that the requirement of very high transparency for the liquid scintillator 
is relaxed in LiquidO because scintillation light gets collected using an array of closely spaced 
wavelength-shifting fibres distributed throughout the detector. Organic liquid scintillators can be 15 
doped with various elements (29); traditionally, this has potentially affected the transparency and 
intrinsic light yield of the resultant liquid scintillator cocktail. LiquidO’s tolerance to reduced 
transparency opens up the possibility to dope detectors with different elements to higher loading 
fractions. LiquidO is, therefore, well aligned with the main objective of identifying the best isotope 
candidates to be used as targets for charged-current reactions with low-energy 40K geoneutrinos. 20 
As a by-product, the same technique can be used for the detection of lower-energy antineutrinos 
originating from reactors, or nuclear fuel, or waste sites. In turn, reactors may be used as effective 
"test-beam" facilities to experimentally demonstrate much of the described methodology, thus 
benefiting from its high and exponentially increasing antineutrino flux at lower energies. 

The second feature of LiquidO applicable to geoneutrino detection is its powerful particle 25 
identification capability. This comes from both the topology of the energy deposited in the events 
and from the time pattern for the light, proportional to the energy deposited, to be collected. This 
is referred to as energy flow in LiquidO (Figs. 3b, 3c). Positron-event topology can be imaged in 
LiquidO (Fig. 3a) , in which the e+ central energy deposition is linked to its kinetic energy, followed 
by its two annihilation gamma rays that can be readily identified. Indeed, LiquidO's ability to 30 

35Cl and 63Cu are the best, followed by 106Cd
75.76%, 69.15% and 1.25% natural abundance, respectively

IBD cross-sections weighted by isotopic abundance

ҧ𝜈𝑒 + 𝟑𝟓𝑪𝒍 → 35𝑆 + 𝑒+ − 1.189 MeV
ҧ𝜈𝑒 + 𝟔𝟑𝑪𝒖 → 63𝑁𝑖∗ + 𝑒+ − 1.176 MeV

35Cl has both a low threshold and 
a good weighted cross-section

63Cu seems to be as promising as 
35Cl, and additionally lands to an 
excited level in the final state 
(possible double coincidence 
capability)

63Ni* decays with 87 keV gamma ray
1.67 μs lifetime – a delayed coincidence!

Both the LiquidO positron identification and 
the delayed coincidence would strongly 
suppress backgrounds!
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Potassium Geoneutrino 
Event in LiquidO

a) positron event imaging
b) energy-time flow confirms 2γ’s
c) orthopositronium formation 

provides another e+ tag
d) delayed 87 keV γ from 63Ni* decay
e) IBD (on proton) event from U, Th, 

reactor �̅�!’s can be distinguished
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unravel the positron annihilation pattern is so striking that the technique is currently being explored 
for high performance imaging (30). This capability makes LiquidO well-suited to detect 
antineutrinos, and their distinctive e+ signature tag can be exploited for IBD(35Cl) and IBD(63Cu) 
observation, perhaps even without the need for a delayed coincidence. 

Fig. 3 Simulated IBD Events in a 5 
LiquidO Detector Doped with 
Copper. Plot a) shows the event 
topology of a 100-keV single e+  
featured by its emission of two 
back-to-back 511-keV annihilation 10 
gammas to be used for event-wise 
tagging. This topology is common 
to IBD(p) and IBD(63Cu) events 
upon the e+ emission. Plot b) shows 
the time pattern for the scintillation 15 
light (energy) to be collected in 
LiquidO for the e+ event shown in 
a), assuming that the annihilation of 
the e+ is immediate, as opposed to 
the formation of ortho-20 
positronium, depicted in plot c), 
that typically delays the 
annihilation by a few ns. The 
topology and the time pattern of a 
positron annihilation are the key 25 
signatures for any IBD interactions, 
and they will be key tagging 
features for IBD(63Cu). The energy 
flow (i.e. the topology of the energy 
deposition as a function of time) 30 
reveals the two annihilation gamma 
rays propagating away from the 
point of the e+ energy deposition. 
The scintillation light produced by 

subsequent multiple gamma ray Compton scattering diffuses with a speed lower than the speed of light 35 
(represented by the grey dashed lines) and is collected by nearby fibres and sums to 511 keV of energy 
deposited by each gamma ray. Plot d) shows the event topology of the delayed 87-keV gamma ray from 
the de-excitation of 63Ni* following a prompt e+ signal of an IBD(63Cu) reaction. Last, plot e) shows the 
event topology of the delayed gamma ray produced in the neutron capture on hydrogen following a prompt 
e+ signal of an IBD(p) reaction. The neutron that emerges from the point of interaction in d) captured at the 40 
point labelled nc. Neutron captures on copper would also be easily identified in LiquidO because numerous 
gamma rays are emitted with a large total energy, with reaction Q-values of 7.9 MeV and 7.1 MeV for 63Cu 
and 65Cu, respectively. The presence of Cu also shortens the time coincidence between prompt (e+) and the 
delayed neutron capture, allowing better accidental background reduction. The e+ annihilation is shown 
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Positron Backgrounds
(and how to deal with them)
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Positron Backgrounds
(and how to deal with them)
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In our paper, we found that
a cosmogenic background,
36Cl production, rules out the 
possibility  to use 35Cl as 
the target.

We emphasize the 
importance of fully studying 
cosmogenic backgrounds in
rare event experiments.
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What’s the Event Rate?

• 1 event/yr/100 kton of Cu
yes, I know… proton decay searches are at this scale too 😉

Including backgrounds (that are expected to be very low) and their 
uncertainties, the discovery significance versus detector size is: 
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Signal at LNGS [TNU]
40K geo 0.10

U+Th IBD(p) 40.5

U+Th IBD(Cu) 1.34

U+Th in 40K
window IBD(Cu)

0.02



Conclusions

• Potassium geoneutrino detection is hard!
• Exploiting the antimatter signature (e+ identification like in LiquidO) 

provides a handle for suppressing backgrounds for this rarest of 
neutrino signals
• 63Cu is the ideal and only feasible CC nuclear target, out of all that 

have been studied, and provides a delayed coincidence signal
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